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CHAIR ANDERSON: . . ( g a v e . . . Good morning, everyone. Welcome to the Water
Resources Committee meeting of June 2nd. With us today we have Water Director, Jeff
Eng. Good morning. Corporation Counsel Ed Kushi.
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MR. KUSHI: Good morning.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Good morning. And from our Staff we have our, our Committee Analyst
Kim Willenbrink and Committee Secretary Clarita Balala. With us today in our
Committee we have a bare quorum so, and I thank those Members who were able to
make it today, Ms. Gladys Baisa and...
COUNCILMEMBER B AISA: Good morning.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Good morning. And Mr. Danny Mateo. Thank you for being here.
Members Mike Victorino and Joe Pontanilla are excused. So what we're going to do is
we have a Powerpoint presentation on the Water Use and Development Plan. We're
going to do that and then we'll probably have a half hour for questions. So it's going to
be a short meeting, we're going to lose quorum at 10:30. So those of you who are here
for testimony we're going to take that right now. We have Ms. Ruth DePonte who would
like to speak on the Water Use and Development Plan. So if you'd like to come forward.
If there's anybody else that wants to testify now is the time. Okay.

. . .BEGIN PUBLIC TESTIMONY. . .
MS. DEPONTE: Good morning, Michelle -CHAIR ANDERSON: Good morning.
MS. DEPONTE: --Gladys and Danny. I, I thought that maybe I was a little off that I shouldn't
be here but I did decide to come. I was concerned about the water list and it's just
something that I think should be put in to the program and just to be watched. Okay. I
was on the water list in 1998 and I had asked for a subdivision which took me about ten
years to get my subdivision done. I did all of the water, everything that was demanded of
me, I even have my water laterals in. I have my money all in escrow and I had gone to
the Water Board in 2002 and was the last person that was granted to do a subdivision
without a water meter. And I completed everything, in, in 2002 I was 293, I originally
started at 766. On 3/10/03 I was 294 and 2004 I was 186, I came down at 2004 to 62 and
on the 17'" of May I am now 60. I came to see David Craddick, I've come to see George
Tengan and I was just told to wait, wait, wait. But then my subdivision was granted.
Anyway on 11/15/07 at 10:30 I came to see Herb Chang and Alan Murata and I asked
them how could Alan Arakawa give out 200 water meters and I am 60, 62 and I was not
allowed to have a water meter. Where did the water meters go? Well they told me to
wait and that there was a water restriction and we had to wait till the water restriction was
lifted and they did admit that these water meters were given out, but that I must
understand that there are people that have asked for 100 water meters. So it meant that
200 water meters went to two people because now I've dropped to 60. All right. On
11...no, on 1/7/08 on the Council meeting at 10:30 a.m. Mr. Eng states that water meters
were given out from the water list. On 2/21/08 Council meeting again at 10:04
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Mr. Yamashige said 200 water meters were given out from the water list. Now on our
same subdivision which is a family subdivision there were five siblings and it was a
family subdivision and it was from my mom. On that same, my sister not having her
water meter has applied for a water meter, her number is 760.
MS. WILLENBRINK: Three minutes.
MS. DEPONTE: She is now 755, she's moved down five digits. On that same lot on A, 1206 is
now 1201 and I am for the four water meters for our family subdivision, 60. I just can't
seem to get an answer, I don't feel that I should go to Mr. Eng, he has just started, he has
a lot of things on his plate. There is a water restriction and this poor man, I don't know
what he could tell me and I don't know what you could tell me. I just don't see how
anything has been justified. How was this 200 water meters given out? I am on the
priority list and I'm only 60. I, I, I, you know -MS. WILLENBRINK: Four minutes.
MS. DEPONTE: --my mom, and my mom homesteaded this land 88 years ago, it's been in our
family for 88 years and it was her wish that her siblings get this land. In '76 she turned
over the land to us but we made a promise to her that we would not sell this land till she
died. In '88 she passed away and in '98 we pursued having our subdivision. I have gone
through the fire at Kaonoulu Ranch in 2002. That ranch adjoined our property, our
40 acres. The Fire Department came in, they told me, Ruthie if you don't get this grass
down you're going to be in trouble with us. I went to the insurance company, the
insurance company said you're not insured for cattle. I found someone with insurance to
put cattle into the property, chew down the grass. In comes the dirt bike riders, no
respect. The tenant neighbors around me call me, Ruthie, dirt bike riders in all of your
property. That's not done, the hunters come in, they plow right through your fence. So
now that we have been able to subdivide there was only one parcel with a water meter,
we are begging for four more. So I just am here in hope that when the water restrictions
are lifted that we somehow will be able, the other 60, I'm not begrudging all the people
that have water meters, lucky for them that they were able to get it. But that, the people
below me and I and others can have water meters. That's all I have to say. Thank you.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Thank you, Ms. DePonte. Members, questions? Ms. Baisa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Chair, thank you. Aunty Ruthie, thank you very much for
coming this morning. I think it's testimony like yours that is very important that we take
into consideration when we do the Water Use and Development Plan and that we really
pay attention to the heartfelt stories. You know, we talk about a Upcountry water list, but
it's not just a list, it's people, it's families, it's lives and it's our history. And so I think
it's really important that you point this out to us. So again I want to thank you very much
and, you know, I wish that we could wave a magic wand and, you know, take care and
give you your water meters. But I think that we're all trying very, very hard to solve that
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Upcountry problem and I for one will do my very best. And I thank you from the bottom
of my heart for coming, I know it's difficult.
MS. DEPONTE: Thank you.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Mr. Mateo?
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Thank you, Madam Chair. Aunty Ruthie, good morning
MS. DEPONTE: Good morning.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Thank you for being here, this is such a pleasure to see you up
there, a long absence. The family subdivision that, that has already been subdivided, it's
subdivided into how many parcels?
MS. DEPONTE: Actually, it was a 40-acre lot so it could go into seven lots. We divided it into
the five siblings. So two lots can be subdivided yet into another two lots. But we have
signed the papers with the County that these lots, these other lots we may never be
subdivided. So the children, my mother's heirs they just have to find a way that they can
use this land. But it is their land, the subdivision was very, very costly even though it
was a handed-down land.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Okay. And out of the five lots you indicate that one of them
has the meter?
MS. DEPONTE: One had a water meter.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Which is. . .(inaudible).
MS. DEPONTE: My father was the water tender then.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Which is why you're saying that out of the five lots, two could
possibly be developed?
MS. DEPONTE: It is stated that two could be made, one eight-acre could, two eight-acres could
be made into two lots. But the rest are all solid as one lot.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Thank you very much, Ruth
MS. DEPONTE: Okay
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Madam, Madam Chair, just as a side, I believe when you go
Upcountry and you take a look at the, the existing developments Upcountry it's really
amazing how there's, there's a lot of growth up there, new growth up there. And then we
listen to the kamaaina, you know, who is still struggling to acquire when our malahine
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are having new homes being built up there. The balance is just really difficult to see and
it's not only the individual residences, but you're seeing sprawl, so to speak, in areas that
are really ag related and rural. And it's really difficult to listen to these things when our
whole purpose and intent was to take care of our local families. Somehow we have gone
astray, and perhaps at a later time I will forward an inquiry or maybe the Committee can
provide an inquiry to the department to take a look at the, the windows we are looking at
in terms of being able to fulfill some of the, the issuance that are still needed out there.
Thank you, Madam Chair.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Thank you, Mr. Mateo. I think what we'll do is at our next meeting
we'll try to bring up this subject of the priority list and have a discussion on it. See, like
Ms. DePonte said, it may be one name on the list and they may be number 25 or in this
case 61 and 62, but they may be taking more than one meter. So I think it would be good
for us to know that, especially since we're coming up to the possible development of the
Piiholo Well. And I'm going to ask the Director if he can just reiterate for us if the
Piiholo Well comes online, how many meters do you anticipate the County being able to
issue when we get that well online? And if you can give us an anticipated date, possible
anticipated date? Mr. Eng. Sorry.

MR. ENG: Sorry, Madam Chair. The anticipated completion date probably would be in about a
year and a half from now. We don't have an exact determination of the total pump
capacity, we're thinking it'd be about 1.5 million gallons per day of which we would get
12 percent. So let's say is that 180,000 gallons per day. Hope my math is right. Let's
say the average meter requires 600 gallons and potentially that could satisfy 300 meters
off of the list.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Okay. And of course, you know, we're talking primarily. . .well,
potentially ag land that would need more than 600 gallons per day. I'm assuming
Ms. DePonte's land is ag land and so they'd want some water for irrigation. So, you
know, what we'll do, Ms. DePonte, is we'll take a look at that list and see if we can't
anticipate the number of meters that might be required for say the first 200 people on the
list. So we can get an idea of how many people might be able to be served once Piiholo
comes online and hopefully that will be helpful to you and your planning.
MS. DEPONTE: Thank you.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Thank you for being here, we appreciate it. And we'll notify you at the,
next time we have a meeting on the priority list, we've got your name and address.
Thank you very much for being here. Okay. Members, we're going to take. . .no other
members of the audience wish to testify? Then with no objections I'm going to close
testimony, Members.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: No objections.

. . .END OF PUBLIC TESTIMONY. . .
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CHAIR ANDERSON: Thank you

ITEM NO. 4

WATER USE AND DEVELOPMENT PLAN (C.C. No. 05-38)

CHAIR ANDERSON: And we're going to now lower the screen, please don't leave the
Chambers. We have a Powerpoint presentation by Mr. Carl Freedman, who is the
consultant on our Water Use and Development Plan. He's going to give us a quarterly
update, he's been very busy working on this plan and this presentation will bring the
Members up to date as well as the viewing audience so we can all get an idea of where
we're going with our Water Use and Development Plan, State mandate that will help us
plan Maui's water future. This Committee is in recess. . . .(gavel). . .

RECESS:

9:23 a.m.

RECONVENE:

9:24 a.m.

CHAIR ANDERSON: . . .(gavel).

MR. FREEDMAN: . . .Freedman, I'm sitting back here by the projector. I am a consultant
working for the County of Maui to provide assistance with the preparation of the County
Water Use and Development Plan. This is a second or third of our quarterly status
reports. I think at the last report I kind of went through the process and did a presentation
on how the process works. And the purpose of this report is to give you an overview of
the progress we've made in each of the districts, and I'm going to go over some of the
analysis we've done in the Central and Upcountry districts and provide a quick outline of
the next steps in the process. So first looking at each of the district process status I want
to do a very quick review just of how the process works, this we went over before. But
basically this slide is taken from the State Commission on Water Resource Management
framework for updating the water plan, and the process starts with identifying planning
objectives, and evaluation criteria, looking at what the water needs will be for each
district, looking at all the various resource options that are available and characterizing all
of those. And then we go through a process of putting together strategies, these are
sequences of resources that might be used to meet the water needs and meet the planning
criteria and planning objectives that we have. And after we do that we kind of narrowed
things down, find the best plans, the best strategies, we evaluate those, we look at
feasibility. There's a little bit of iterative processing here and in the end we want to come
to resolve a good plan that will meet the water needs and objectives.
Now just quickly while we're on this chart, Lanai district has gone through this process,
they're in the last stages down here of finalizing a draft and working out some final
issues. Upcountry and Central districts are the first following districts there and they've
gone through the process, we are now in this down here, we're evaluating our final
resource strategies, and I'll talk a little bit more about that. West Maui and Molokai
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we've just started the information gathering part up at here, and I expect that those will
proceed more quickly once we get going since we've been through this process we know
a little bit more about how it goes. And we've done some of the, some of the
groundwork for that. And.. .
CHAIR ANDERSON: Carl, can I just stop you real quickly right there because I think this is a
good time to just remind everybody because you are starting out with West Maui and
Molokai that you will be meeting on Tuesday from 6:00 to 9:00 p.m. for the Molokai
Water Advisory Committee at the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands conference
room in Kaunakakai. Just so that people are aware of that, that might want to attend
because it will be your first meeting. Is that correct?

MR. FREEDMAN: No. It had a, actually we've had our first meeting last week -CHAIR ANDERSON: Oh. Okay.

MR. FREEDMAN: --or the week before. The meeting you're talking about, I think is the State,
Maui Irrigation System is having a meeting there to discuss some of the ways that the
State agencies plan to address some of the shortcomings identified in the auditor's report
of the Molokai irrigation system. Our next meeting for Molokai for the Water Use
Development Plan [sicJwill be in June but it as yet unscheduled.
CHAIR ANDERSON: And you have not yet chosen the people that will sit on that advisory
committee?

MR. FREEDMAN: Well, let me get a couple slides ahead here -CHAIR ANDERSON: Okay. Thank you.

MR. FREEDMAN: --and we'll get into that, okay. Here's another kind of look, overview look
and this is kind of a map as of May of 2008 of where we are in the process. And I just
kind of mapped out some of the major steps in the process from the demand forecast
subjectives, identifying resource options, getting all the way to the end line. Lanai as you
can see is in the final review process right now. Central and Upcountry are working on
final strategies, and West Maui and Molokai we have just begun the process and there's a
little groundwork for some of these individual X's out here. East Maui we have not
started and we're just about to schedule some meetings there. So going through those,
the districts individually, looking at Lanai, Lanai has a draft plan that's under review by
the Lanai Water Advisory Committee. There's a final draft, it's being completed, and
there are some outstanding issues being addressed by the Water Advisory Committee.
They had a meeting last week and there's another meeting scheduled for the end of June.
Central and Upcountry districts, we've gone through most of the process, we're now at
the point of kind of finalizing the final candidate strategies. And we've actually had
several meetings in each of those districts that were titled Final Candidate Strategies. But
the word final, you know, is proving to be a little bit elusive. There are several things
-7-
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that have happened that need to be taken into account and I'll go through those. But
primarily what. . .where we're at with the process is that as we get down to choosing a
final plan, you want to have more and more confidence about the feasibility of, of what is
being selected so we're trying to firm things up. One thing is we're updating analyses
per the Maui Island Plan, as you know was issued recently, and we want to make sure
that the final analyses include the same assumptions about the growth on the island,
especially visitor residences, visitor share of residences, and some assumptions about
Department of Hawaiian Home Lands progress on their projects. Also since the last time
I presented here, energy costs have gone up substantially and those affects all of the
analysis so we're going to put updated energy costs in the final analyses. We're also
looking at some additional options and strategies, we're doing more work to verify the
feasibility, the costs and the possible dates that these resources can actually be put in to,
in to service. And we're finding the analysis, we're looking at different perspectives and
doing sensitivity testing. So we're doing a lot of analysis now, I know we haven't had a
meeting this month, we're putting it off, the next meeting will be in July. And the other
thing we're doing is really looking at how to get from where we are with all the analysis
to a final ordinance, we've never really taken such a rigorous analysis process and put it
in the form of an ordinance for a plan. So we're trying to figure out what our next
process steps are and we have a meeting later on today, we're going to talk about that
with the department staff.
West Maui district, we had our first reconvened Water Advisory Committee meeting on
May 22nd. And the reason I have reconvened listed there is that the process in West Maui
was fairly well along in 2001 when the Commission on Water Resource Management put
out their framework for updating the water plan which kind of raised the bar and at that
point we decided with the new rigorous process to focus on Central and Upcountry. So
we've gone back to West Maui to pick up where we left off and with the new and more
rigorous process. That meeting included an introduction to the Water Use and
Development Plan process and a discussion of the planning objectives and issues. And
what we're doing now as a follow up to that is developing the information for the initial
part of the process on historical water use, demand projections and resource options.
Now I wanted to speak a little about the convening of the Water Advisory Committee.
As with all of the other districts we have open invitations to anyone in the community to
participate on this. We've made extra effort to make sure that we have a broad spectrum
of stakeholders at the table but, went out here, oh there we go. But we haven't restricted,
we don't have like a roster that has specifics memberships on the Committee. Are these
going to be okay?
CHAIR ANDERSON: No. We lost you.

MR. FREEDMAN: Hello. Hello. Is this mic working? Okay. Well, maybe I'll try and talk
loudly, can people hear that? Until we get the mic going? Hello.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Let's take a quick recess. Committee is in recess. . . .(gavel). . .
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RECESS:

9:34 a.m.

RECONVENE:

9:36 a.m.

CHAIR ANDERSON: . . .(gavel). . . Committee is reconvened.
MR. FREEDMAN: Okay. Can everybody hear me now?
CHAIR ANDERSON: Yeah.
MR. FREEDMAN: All right. The, so the Water Advisory Committees are open membership.
We don't have a roster of official members, we're not taking votes, we don't have a
quorum. Basically they are open to anyone who wants to participate, and we've been
asking for continuity that people who really participate, you know, go through the whole
process. But we don't have an official decision making process to decide who are on the
committees, they're advisory committees basically. And I missed, I was actually on this
slide here before, excuse me. The Molokai district had our first meeting on May 27'" and
with a similar agenda as West Maui, we did an introduction of the water use development
planning process, we discussed our planning objectives and issues. And similarly the
work that we're doing as follow up that is to develop all the information necessary at the
upfront part of the process for historical use, demand projections and what resource
options might be available. Molokai and West Maui are both different than Central and
Upcountry for, for several reasons. One is that the Department of Water Supply is not the
primary supplier of water in those places. For both Central and Upcountry the
Department of Water Supply serves most of the customers, in both West Maui and
Molokai the two processes were just started, the Department of Water Supply is only one
of several water purveyors. Molokai also is unique in the sense that they have a very
active community who has been involved with water issues, they're very knowledgeable,
it's a very sharp bunch of people who attend the meetings. They've just come through
ten public meetings or ten meetings of a water working group that was convened by the
Commission on Water Resource Management. So I'm very impressed with the
knowledge and the interest and the passion that the people on Molokai have. So this
process is going to be a little different than the others in the sense that we really want to
respect the work and the, the decisions and objectives that that community has. Okay.
Why is my clicker not working? There we go.
East Maui district status, we are just in the process of forming the Water Advisory
Committees and scheduling some meetings. We're actually deciding how to proceed
with this, East Maui is geographically diverse, we have people all over the eastern part of
the island. So we may be doing some of these meetings in multiple phases in different
parts of the island, we have several utility systems, not all of which are the Department of
Water Supply, there are many individual private systems. And kuleana and riparian users
are active participants in water issues. We also have diverse stakeholder interest there
and some preexisting conflicts and contested issues. There's a petition before the
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Commission on Water Resource Management for amending the instream flow standards
on all the streams in East Maui and at least the windward streams, and there is a contested
case before the DLNR regarding the use of the water from leased, leases on State lands
that flows into the EM1 and HC&S ditches. So East Maui is going to have a different set
of challenges and we're about to start scheduling some meetings out there.
The next part of this presentation, I wanted to bring you up to date a little on some of the
analysis we've done for Central and Upcountry districts, and in the past I've, I think I
outlined what the final resource strategies were for those districts. So today I want to go
through and give you some of the taste of what we've been going over in the Water
Advisory Committees about that analysis and the results of some of those analyses. But
in particular I want to focus on the water conservation programs first just because that is
an element that has proved to be cost effective and beneficial for all of the analyses. So
when we get down to discussing the final strategy analysis we have water conservation
programs kind of in a big way in all of those analyses. Just to review, to put some
context for this, in each of the final candidate strategies we include committed options, so
these would be things like the Piiholo Well, things that have just been installed. Near
term options which are things that are done in the short term. . .the real focus of the plan
though is on the long term options and the general options. It's really a long range
planning process. We need to have. . .(change tape, start IB). . .but we're, we're trying
to do is economic analysis on the long term and down here is general options that we're
looking at in the context of all the individual resources. And these include things like
conservation, demand side management, supply side leak reduction measures, energy
efficiency of production, energy production itself, water rate design, stream restoration
measures, watershed protection and restoration, well development policies, well head
protection ordinance, landscape ordinance. All of these things are elements that we're
considering independently that could be in any of the resource options. But conservation
is one that we've looked at carefully and have decided it should be part of each of the, of
the strategies. And the analysis basically asked these questions, what programs can the
County implement to encourage customers to use energy efficiently? How effective will
the programs be as a resource to meet future water needs? And are the programs cost
effective? And in order to do that we've gone through several stage of analysis, we've
looked at how people are using water, how much water is used for various end uses. And
by end uses I mean things like a toilet flushing, taking baths, washing dishes, agricultural
crop growth, there's assessment of demand side management technical potential which
just says how much water could be saved if we used efficient fixtures and practices. And
lastly an assessment of the economic potential which is how much water could be saved
with different levels of expenditure on measures and program administration. So the
technical potential kind of says if we were to just do everything, every single fixture in
the whole County were to be efficient and everybody were to do everything right, how
much is it technically possible to reduce water demand? And the last is a more difficult
question which says, you know, how much can we save if we do different things in order
to encourage people to take actions? So in order to do that we, we characterized several
programs, targeting indoor and outdoor end uses with different types of measures and
different types of delivery mechanisms, and by delivery mechanisms I mean, you know,
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we could offer an incentive program, you could go out and actually install these
physically in peoples homes or on their premises. And then we looked at the cost of
attaining progressive levels of technical potential with different levels of expenditure, and
those were all evaluated in an integration model. And without going into to much detail I
just have to point out that we've been using an integration analysis model, it's a computer
model that looks for each of the districts at the operation, and the reliability determines
what resources are needed when over the whole planning period out to 2030 for each of
these resource options. So we've used that as the context in which to evaluate the
demand side management program.
Now the Water Advisory Committees have seen a bunch of charts like this and so this is
an introduction I think to the Council here, but what we're looking at is various
strategies, and each of these strategies has different costs. And we always use a reference
strategy here and the reference strategy is what we're comparing it to. So this particular
chart is basically saying let's look at the Upcountry system without conservation, and
that's, that's this case right here, and let's compare it with, if we do different levels of
reaching the technical potential or different levels of expenditure and here are
expenditures. This is money going up here, different levels of expenditure on demand
side management programs, we spend a little bit of money we get a little bit of results, we
save a certain amount of fuel costs, we avoid some capital expenditures for power plants
and the black is the total. So if we spend this much money on conservation we end up
saving money so this says that because it's below the line the costs are below what it
would be to not do conservation. You spend more money you get more conservation but
pretty much you have diminishing returns. Here's a program this is for Upcountry
spending about $10 million or $8 million discounted over the planning period and this is
more expensive. We're starting and. . .but this is reaching 75 percent of all the fixtures in
the whole County. Now this is a way of looking at what should be the right amount of
expenditure or how intense should we go. . .intensely should we go about implementing
demand side management measures, conservation measures. So clear, one of the clear
findings of this is that it is cost effective to, to implement conservation measures for
Upcountry, but at some point and exactly what that point is, is a matter of estimation, you
know, down in the line there's some point at which that. . .those returns diminish.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Carl.

MR. FREEDMAN: Yes?
CHAIR ANDERSON: When you say conservation measures, are you specifically referring to
low flow fixtures or a whole spectrum of conservation measures?

MR. FREEDMAN: Well, for this particular analysis and just to jump ahead a little, I mean one
of the things we did after I did all of this analysis is we brought in an expert on demand
side management, Amy Vickers who actually gave a presentation to the Council I
believe. And the purpose of that was to verify my assumptions that I made in the analysis
and to give us a more specific portfolio of demand side management programs that she
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thought would be good for our systems. And we took a tour around the Central and
Upcountry area and West Maui to, for her to see the types of water uses and, and what
we, what we have there. This particular analysis looks at a direct install program where
we'd actually have people going to anyone who signed up, you'd have somebody
showing up with a truck and some people to go in, they would install low flow fixtures,
they would replace your toilet if you wanted. It also included some smart sensors for
irrigation use and that's what I priced out in the initial analyses. Now based on what
Amy Vickers said, you know, we've actually. . .I've redone the analysis based on some
other programs, but the results there are similar. And of course as I said, you know, what
we're about to do is take all the new energy prices we have, the new numbers. So these,
you know, we'll come up with a final version of these with some refined programs.
Here's a different. . .I'm not going to get into this slide much in the interest of time, but
this is a more intense way to, to make things happen. The first slide was saying, you
know, we're going to get here out with more intense options, but it's going to take longer.
And the other thing we did, is you said, you know, is it really worth going after demand
side management in a very aggressive way so that within five years you get the whole
thing, you know, so that's something we tested. Was kind of how aggressive a program
is it really worthwhile doing, and you get similar results, but to go after conservation
faster is more expensive and so it's not cost effective, as cost effective. But that's
different for each district and we'll see with the new energy costs, you know, where,
where we come out.
CHAIR ANDERSON: And so just to be clear, then your demand side management figures in
this graph are based on those things that would be, that would cost something to
implement?
MR. FREEDMAN: Yes. These would cost the County money to implement because it would
assume that the County would be running a program and buying fixtures for people.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Okay. And it doesn't include any kind of demand side management like
restricting watering at certain times and that kind of thing?
MR. FREEDMAN: No. This is not restrictions, yeah. The word demand side management
comes kind of from the electrical sector, you know, and it has to do with which side of
the meter your managing resources on, and traditionally utilities work on the utility side
of the meter, and the concept with demand side management is what can a utility do to
affect what happens on the other side of the meter, how people use energy. But this is not
restricting water, this assumes that everybody is going to meet all of their energy needs
but using less water. As a separate matter you could offer restrictions that say, you know,
you just have to -CHAIR ANDERSON: Right
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MR. FREEDMAN: --use, you have to cut back on services. But one of the presumptions of all
of these analyses is that everybody is getting all of their needs met to the same amount.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Okay. Thank you.
MR. FREEDMAN: The conclusions were that the DSM programs can be an effective and cost
effective resource to meet future water needs for Central and Upcountry, and that a
portfolio of programs should be designed and refined for further analysis and we've taken
steps to do that. And that demand side management program portfolio should be
included on all of the candidate strategies and so we've done that. Okay. Clicker go,
slide. There we go.
And as I said we brought on a consultant to review the characterizations of programs that
I did and she liked what I did, I think the impact in cost assumptions passed muster with
her. But more importantly she recommended some specific program designs which
include a residential and commercial audit, and direct install for indoor and landscape
irrigation users. So this would be for anybody who has outdoor turf basically and any of
the, any domestic or commercial, domestic units. So the commercial part of that would
be condominiums or hotels, the smaller hotels that would have domestic family
residential type uses. In addition a high efficiency fixture rebate program, a hotel awards
program, a program that would address building managers as a user group so that they're
knowledgeable about what services are available and an agricultural user group. And we
can talk at sometime more specifically about all those programs.
I'm going to move on now to the final candidate strategies, and as I say each of the
candidate strategies includes the conservation element. The strategies as I presented last
time for Central, and this is the Central district first, the first strategy is the Na Wai Eha
surface water treatment, northward basal groundwater would be going and drilling basal
wells north of here up towards Waihee or Kahakuloa. Eastward basal groundwater
development would be drilling wells out in the Haiku or Honopou or beyond area
towards the east. Desalination would be taking brackish water and pumping it through a
reverse osmosis process to make potable water, and one strategy was extensive
conservation and wastewater recycling. Now this, this strategy would be to take beyond
the conservation that's in the others and really, you know, go all the way with it. And in
addition to take some of the R-1 water that we have and make, maximize the use of that
to displace potable water needs.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Carl, could you just real quickly go back and explain what you mean by
going all the way with it?
MR. FREEDMAN: Well I'm going to go through each of these.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Oh, okay.
MR. FREEDMAN: So I'm going to progress with each of these
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CHAIR ANDERSON: Thank you

MR. FREEDMAN: Come on, clicker. There we go. Some of the options that are included in all
of the strategies are the committed options. We have a Kupaa Well, Iao Tank Site Well,
Waikapu Tank Well, Maui Lani Wells, and some near term options, Waikapu South
Well, Shaft 33 replacement wells. These are presumed to come online in all of the
strategies, and the demand side management portfolios included in all of them, and the
Department of Water Supply recycling projects are not included in all of them that was
evaluated just separately as in one of the strategies. Also we've included some
investigatory and exploratory measures for deep aquifer wells, perched water sources,
these are things that are worth investigating, but we can't really count on them now, we
don't want to put our eggs in that basket because they're not well enough proven at this
point. And the same independent components I went over before are considered in all of
the strategies. We're going to make an independent assessment of to what extent each of
these applies to each of the strategies. So going through these individually, Na Wai Eha
surface water treatment would be one or more water treatment plants with the water from
the Na Wai Eha streams. There are several different flavors of those strategies, the base
flow options basically would not require a reservoir but would use committed water. We
look at our Waiale Water Treatment Plant which is an HC&S, A&B project, a Waihee
Water Treatment Plant which should be a Wailuku Water Company project. Those were
used because those had substantial engineering studies done that outlined their
characteristics and their costs.
I've also looked at several storage reservoir options. Reservoirs can be designed to
maximize reliable capacity, they can be designed to reduce groundwater withdraws. And
I've also looked at the designs using primarily diversions during high water flows if we
were to build a very large reservoir to use flood stage or high water stage waters to still
allow the base flow in the streams but to take that off. So those are all different storage
reservoir approaches. Looking at this chart, now this chart's a little outdated but it's just
here to get an approach, and it's outdated because the costs have been updated, but
basically we've looked. . . this is just looking at a Waiale Water Treatment Plant. And
I've done a lot of runs here but a different. . .this just looks at different water prices. And
at 12 cents a gallon this looks on the cheaper side, at 30 cents a gallon maybe break even,
60 cents a gallon more expensive. Now I just want to point out here that the current
proposal by Wailuku Water Company for the water that would be used in this plants is
90 cents a gallon so I haven't analyzed anything that high, but we'll see what happens out
of their proposal to the PUC. I don't expect that they're going to get water rates
approved at that level. This picture you don't need to see, but it's just to give you an
idea, for each of these reservoir analyses I did, I did a mass flow analysis of the reservoirs
that looks at the daily stream flow over a historical period and with the inflows of the
outflows of the reservoir under different conditions, what is the reliable capacity that it
provides to the water system. And of course here's. . .I'm not going to get into these in
detail for the interest of time today, but looking at all the different assumptions you get
different reliable outputs. We looked at different sizes of reservoirs, here's some cost
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estimates for a reservoir in the Central Maui area running from 100 million gallons to a
billion gallons, it's about 11 cents a gallon in the Central area to build large water
storage. This is much less expensive than Upcountry reservoirs, they can use the material
that they dig out of the ground for, you know, productive purposes and it's a much easier
place to put, nice flat place to put a reservoir, they're still expensive. Some of the policy
issues, we have water allocation issues because any time you use instream water you
have, you have policy issues, we have kuleana, riparian, agricultural, municipal,
individual water purveyors and project developers, all who are, you know, there's, all of
who need the same water. We have issues with capitalization and credits and
entitlements to the water. And one of the things I wanted to point out about
capitalization, some of these involve splitting financing with developers, and I did look at
Waiale. The County would save about 13 percent by splitting the Waiale project 50150.
And I just wanted to point this out because a lot of times we've heard about, you know,
the developers going to pay for half of a project, but when you do the rigorous analysis
you look at it, they're really financing half of the project against source credits. So the
savings are not 50 percent, the 13 percent number here would change, you know,
depending on what assumptions you make and the specific contractual arrangement. But
the basic point here is just because you have a 50150 splitting of financing doesn't mean
that the County saves 50 percent, it's some fraction of that. And depending on what
happens with source development fees it could be breaking even or worse so the
capitalization is an issue with all of these, whether it's a well or a, or a surface treatment
plant. And of course reservoirs involve land use issues too.
The second option. . .and this was actually our reference strategy that we compared
everything to. This was drilling new basal wells and transmission and storage northward
up towards Waihee and Kahakuloa Aquifers. It wasn't, you know, we didn't choose it as
the reference strategy because it was better than any of the others, but it was a good one
to use for analysis because it came in a little steps, you know, you drill a well, you drill
another well, you drill another well, and for analysis issues that was a good thing to
compare everything to. The policy and feasibility issues involve transporting water from
the Kahakuloa Aquifer to Central district use. It's certainly an issue for the Kahakuloa
area residents. And so the acceptance of that project is an issue, and verification of the
sustainable yields and well production is a feasibility issue. We have not drilled
extensive wells in that area. Eastward basal groundwater development would be new
basal wells out in Haiku or Honopou region with transmission to the Central district.
Now the transmission is a very expensive component of this, is a dominate part of the
cost. Some of the analysis and variations issues, we looked at Haiku versus Honopou
Aquifer Wells, this was kind of an engineering type approach, just to say okay at Haiku
one of the issues is we're drilling wells and then pumping water way up hill and then
running it back downhill for the Central district. And it was a question, well what if we
ran the transmission out further to where we could drill the wells at a lower elevation
where they wouldn't have to get above the prior agriculture use and possible
contamination, you know, would it pay off in the long run to have more transmission and
lower pumping costs. So there was a process of optimizing well size, number of wells
and the altitude of the wells, and there of course, the transmission cost estimates are
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sensitive, they're an analysis issue. We've done some. . .I've done some work to refine
those with the help of Good Fellow Brothers. And then the hydrology, what are the
expected yields out in the Honopou and beyond areas. There is some policy issues that
need to be looked at with that. We need to comply with the EMPLAN consent decree.
The EMPLAN is the East Maui Water Plan and that was resolved by a consent decree
with the County. Excuse me. Any wells that are drilled within the EMPLAN area up in
Haiku need to comply with that document.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Could you just mention what that would entail?
MR. FREEDMAN: It would, I'm not going to be able to give you an encyclopedic, you know -CHAIR ANDERSON: No, that's okay. But just generally.
MR. FREEDMAN: --thing right now. But basically there needs to be consultation with the
parties in that docket. There needs to be studies, cost effectiveness studies, there needs to
be a comparison of the costs of developing water treatment in the Na Wai Eha Aquifers.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Isn't there need to be a study to see the impact on stream flow for
different. . .(inaudible). . .
MR. FREEDMAN: Well, yes, and I'm not quite sure, you know, when I read that requirement,
I'm not sure how that works. They would need to look at stream restoration, and so I'm
not quite sure. . .I don't know if there's agreement on what that requires, and I'm not
personally sure what that requires. But stream restoration study or some project of some
sort was part of the agreement. Because the, you know, that strategy--oh, thank you so
much. Because that strategy would involve transport from the east aquifers to the Central
system you have a policy issue there. Acceptance of the project by the east aquifer area
residences is definitely a policy consideration. And we heard from them loud and clear
that they have concerns, especially out in the Honopou area of how this would impact
their water uses. The potential impacts on existing wells and springs and uses out in
Honopou area is a very appreciable concern. It may actually be necessary to go beyond
that area to where, where water is not currently being used. And of course the capital
costs and time framing of those process, this is a huge upfront capital expense for a long
term project. So it involves some of the same issues you have with some of the big
reservoirs of capitalization. I'm going to get to the punch line of these in terms of the
costs at the end after I go through them.
The next one is brackish water, desalination. This would be building a water treatment
plant to desalinate brackish water in the Central area. The variations of this would be the
optimization of the plant configuration, sensitivity to electricity prices is a big issue
because as you know desalinization is very electricity intensive. Policy issues include
energy use, you have a need for new generations plants, you'd have additional green
house gas emission reduction or emissions, and we do have State objectives for
reduction. Now whether or not we want to get on board and be enthusiastic about
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reducing green house emissions as a policy, we still need to look at that as a contingency
that if we do have green house emission reduction measures how is that going to effect
anything that uses electricity in the future? And of course we have cost volatility as we
have. . .it makes the cost of water more volatile with the cost of oil. And another issue is
disposal of the brackish water from the plants.
The last one is large scale water recycling and conservation, and this would be meeting
new water needs by maximizing recycled water use and intensive conservation measures.
So the maximizing recycled water use part has, the analysis issues include the size and
location of the displaceable potable uses, the transmission and distribution network that
would be required to get the R-1 water to the ending, you know, ending uses. And the
associated capital and operation costs, and in the Central we looked at upgrading the
current R-2 recycled capability to R-1. The ones that we looked at seriously. . .what I
analyzed in the model here for Central was were two extensions to the Kihei Water
Treatment Plant down towards Wailea. To get 3 million gallons of water, potable water
displaced by that would run about $50 million, to get half that amount would run about
$20 million. So what I looked at here was the $20 million option in the resource strategy
as, as the first cut on this. Now this would involve basically a large transmission line
from. . .that would run down along the, the Piilani Highway down towards the larger
hotels. It would not involve a lot of distribution network, a lot of this 50 million for the
3 million gallon wasn't more transmission. It was lot more feeders and everything to the
smaller, to the smaller users, but the first cut was just to go after the first phase of that
project. The policy issues involve how you're going to use this, you know, the R-1
water. There are also agriculture, agriculture uses. What we're looking at in this
particular strategy would be the displacement of potable use.
Another issue is cost effectiveness versus sustainability. This is a very popular idea with
the Water Advisory Committee, people tend to like this idea, it has, you know, we're
using water sustainably this way, but the question is, if it costs more, you know, what's
the rub? At what point is it worth spending more money on this option? Allocation of
cost is an issue, I don't think this is a show stopper, but at some point the water is going
to have to be allocated. . .not the water but the costs are going to have to be allocated
between the Department of Water Supply, and I apologize for the Department of Public
Works, I know they've been renamed so that's through out my slides. But basically
between Water Supply for potable and wastewater uses, you know, which ratepayers are
going to pay for which parts of the project.
The conservation side I'm not going to go into too much but, you know, we, we. . .you
talk about more intensive use of conservation, you kind of push, push the cost effective
limits and you say well are we going to start subsidizing this beyond what's just cost
effective? And also use restrictions, this was mentioned. Another thing you can do is
just say okay, you know, beyond just giving people money to buy fixtures, just say well
we're going to use less, and this could come in different ways, maybe using water for
irrigation only two days a week, some kind of restriction like that. Also there are various
implementation measures, incentives and direct installation are what we looked at, but it
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would also be possible to just make a mandate just to require for. . .as a matter of
building codes perhaps or retrofits that people install conservation measures, those are all
policy issues.
So those are the, those are the candidate strategies and here's kind of, you know, what we
looked at when we did the economic analysis, and of course this method of looking at it
is a little hard because you've got all these big bars, I can't get my mouse to come out,
there it is. There it is. This is looking at the reference strategy going with the wells north
to Waihee and Kahakuloa and what we do is we take these charts. . .this shows the
variable costs, the fixed operating costs, the capital costs, the demand side management
costs, and the total costs so your black bars are the total costs for each of these strategies.
And in order to look at this better, what we do is we just compare these. So basically this
shows the total costs over the whole 30 year planning of each of the options. This just
looks at the differences with the reference plan so the re ..., we're just comparing all of
these to one plan, everything's being compared to the same thing.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Carl, could you just briefly, it's easier, it's easier I think for us to
understand the chart if you just describe briefly what the variable operating costs, the
fixed operations costs, and the capital reflect.

MR. FREEDMAN: Okay. So let's look at the Haiku well field option here. This says that the
variable costs are higher. . .now the variable costs are primarily electricity. This is the
cost that once you have your system installed what does it cost to actually produce the
water to run the system. It includes a little bit of chlorine, for the water treatment plants
some filter replacement, but it's primarily energy. The fixed operating costs are basically
salaries and administration of the whole Water Department, and it includes some, you
know, what it costs for let's see. . .it would include also some distribution and
transmission stuff. The capital costs are the capital costs of new sources, and the demand
side management costs are the money that spent. . .that's put specifically in to the
demand side management programs.
Now the thing to remember here, looking at the totals, you know, here there are a lot of
fixed operating costs for all of the plants and they. . .(change tape, start 2A). . .or across
the plans. And so when you look at it in the differences, you know, there's not much
difference, that doesn't mean that they're small components, but when we're comparing
them to one another, that's not where the differences are. So this plan here to go for the
Haiku well fields, you can say there are a lot of capital expenditures, you save money
because basically with this plan you are doing less water pumping than you are with the
reference strategy which is going north, northward to the wells. If you go out to
Honopou you have even higher capital costs but much less variable costs because the
wells are at a low altitude and you're not pumping them so high. Brackish desalination
you have increased capital costs and increased pumping costs, so this is more expensive
than the reference plan, not as expensive as the transmission heavy ones. The Waiale
Treatment Plant here, at 30 cents per 1,000 as a source and splitting 50150 the project
with the County you have, you know, this comes out to be a cost effective plan compared
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to the reference plan. And our recycling one, this is the one that people like to see out
there, you can see there's a lot of demand side management expenditure, and there's
capital expenditure here but remember, you know, on the scale here, we're spending
$20 million on up here over the plan on the water on the, on the recycling pipeline but
we're also saving money on the wells that you're not having to drill. So as a net you end
up with your expenditures being increased capital and demand side management and you
save on variable. The net sum is, it's more expensive something like on the order in this
analysis of about two or $3 million over a 30 year period of time. Now remember we're
going to update these analyses based on higher electricity costs and updated capital costs
for the different options so this is where we are, as kind of our status report in terms of
looking at the cost effectiveness as of our last Water Advisory Committee meetings.
CHAIR ANDERSON: And, and just for further understanding of this, could you describe the
reference strategy?

MR. FREEDMAN: Yeah.
CHAIR ANDERSON: You're saying it's the, it's the development of the North Waihee and
Kahakuloa Wells?

MR. FREEDMAN: Yes. This would be, putting transmission across Makamakaole Gulch and
drilling additional wells in the north half of the Waihee Aquifer, and then going beyond
that and drilling a series of wells that go up progressively up towards the north part of the
island, you know, pass. . .not right in the Kahakuloa Valley but in wells that go into the
Kahakuloa Aquifer. So that strategy involves a combination of transmission costs and
pumping costs because the well altitudes up there are higher and even if they are lower
they still have to pump over about 800 or 900 feet in order to get to the central system
which is about a 400 foot, you know, head elevation. So...
CHAIR ANDERSON: So in reference to the way you're using this chart, whatever that would
cost you're calling that the reference strategy? You're putting that at zero?

MR. FREEDMAN: That's right.
CHAIR ANDERSON: And then everything else on this chart costs more than that?

MR. FREEDMAN: That's right.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Okay.

MR. FREEDMAN: And that's the next slide here is that all of these plans. . .you're well ahead
of me Michelle.
CHAIR ANDERSON: I'm sorry.
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MR. FREEDMAN: But all of these plans are expensive. And in order to look at it, what I did is,
you know, the chart we just looked at, I kind of just moved it over, and this is kind of
what you looked at just a minute ago. And here is our reference strategy, you know,
ignoring what's behind the curtain here for a minute, but there's our reference strategy,
and we just kind of looked at those. But what if we were to compare these with what
we're used to? You know, with the kind of well costs on the existing system what we're
used to. . .if we were to just keep on drilling wells in the Iao Aquifer basically, what
would it look like it? And look at it, you know, so over here is the ideal scenario. This is
what we're used to, this is what our current rates are based on ideal specifications and
maybe not ideal, but that's kind of what the rates reflect now. These are all up in the red
you know. So just because we were comparing those to the reference plan, I think is
what you're getting at, water is expensive, and it's one of the reasons that these demand
side management and efficiency programs and why, you know, putting an expensive
transmission project to get R-1 water and still doesn't look that bad compared to all these
other options here. But, you know, things are more expensive.

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Carl, I have a fast question. Can you go back to the last
slide? On the last one there, recycle with DSM, 5 percent.
MR. FREEDMAN: Yes.

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: I know you mentioned that one of the possibilities is
coming down Piilani Highway to Wailea, and I'm assuming that it's going to be
underground. If you go towards the mountain above the highway above Maui Meadows
and come out with a exposed line, be it steel or some polyethylene material that can
withstand pressure as well as heat, had an estimate comparing to the Piilani Highway
ever done in regards to, you know, trying to compare costs?
MR. FREEDMAN: Yeah, I know you made a very good suggestion at one of the Advisory
Committee meetings that we look at some of the other options, and we are looking at
going north with the collector road, and we are looking at taking feeder lines off of the
main transmission line, but you get diminishing returns there. So what I looked at first
was to take the main transmission down to the. . .which was kind of the cheapest shot,
you have some really big hotel loads down there. You build the transmission down and
that's what characterized there. I think the idea would be then as later improvements to
that you can go up the hill to Maui Meadows, you can take feeders off to the sides. In the
end to really pursue that you want to go north and south with transmission and get the
R-1 water distributed as widely as possible. But also next in that is that in the General
Plan, when they're looking at the wastewater infrastructure, they're encouraging new
developments to have their own water treatment with their own water recycling and that,
you know, so when you start looking at using R-1 water in these new developments it's
cost effective to have it more localized. Then when we're looking in, out 30 years as
what loads are going to be served, all I've done is look at it from the point of realizing
that there are diminishing returns. We haven't looked at anything specific like what you
said and I'm willing to do that. But 'cause this is just the first cut basically.
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COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Good. Thank you.

MR. FREEDMAN: And this is just, I don't want to go into this but I just. . .a reminder that
whenever I show these slides about all the costs, I just try to remind people that we're not
just trying to optimize costs, we're trying to optimize a whole list of objectives which
include efficiency, environmental impacts, you know, equity, sustainability, after
optimizing all of those. And so I kind of point people back to this chart again and of
course you're not supposed to read this, but basically this is just kind of to put it on the
matrix where you've got all the different objectives going across the top in the columns
and all these different resources, and each of those has its costs and it's reliability and all
these other impacts that we're trying to, trying to keep things where we're looking at all
of the objectives and make a decision that meets as many of those as possible as best we
can. The time is running out and I'm taking longer than I thought. So I don't know if
you want me to go through Upcountry right now? We have about ten more minutes. I
don't know how much longer we have quorum.
CHAIR ANDERSON: You know, I really do want you to go through this but I
think. . .Mr. Pontanilla will you be here for some time now? Thank you for joining us.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Yes, I will.
CHAIR ANDERSON: The dentist didn't do too much damage, huh? You know what I would
like to do, because Mr. Mateo has to leave at 10:30 and if, and I want us to take a 10:30
break so. . .but I do want to give Mr. Mateo a chance to ask you an important question.
So if we could just maybe up the screen for now, put your PowerPoint on hold at this
point, we'll let Mr. Mateo ask his question and then after you've answered his question
we'll take our morning break and then we'll come back and finish the PowerPoint.
How's that?

MR. FREEDMAN: That's fine.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Okay. So let's just bring the screen up and turn the lights on. I'm going
to give us a one minute recess. . . .(gavel). . .
RECESS:

10:22 a.m.

RECONVENE:

10:23 a.m.

CHAIR ANDERSON: . . (gavel). . . Committee is reconvened. Thank you very much for
allowing us to break this presentation so we can allow Member Mateo to ask his question
'cause he does have to leave. Mr. Mateo?
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Madam Chair, first of all thank you very much for this
opportunity. Mr. Freedman, thank you very much for this presentation it was, it's quite
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eye opening. I wanted to ask you and I'm going to refer back to Molokai because this is
where, this is where a precedent is being set. The precedent with a current water
purveyor walking away from their responsibilities as being the responsible to provide the
resource. Your numbers that you're dealing with primarily is representative of Maui
County's responsibilities. It does not take into consideration the private purveyor. Is that
correct?
MR. FREEDMAN: Well, so far we're looking at Upcountry and Central and yes, all of those
numbers deal with the Department of Water Supply.

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Okay
MR. FREEDMAN: Now when we get into West Maui and Molokai we're going to be
broadening that perspective.

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Okay. My, my interest in asking is because, because the
current Molokai Ranch situation the, in a current meeting we had held, had with the
Governor, she made references to the point that once the purveyor walks away from
being the responsible, it will become Maui County's responsibility to assume that
responsibility. And I'm just concerned about one, you know, the un-projected costs, the
unknown factors of the, the scope of the facilities, the systems, the distributions, et cetera.
So we are in a very precarious situation because of the large unknown factors so that in
fact will affect a good part of the projections that you were based with. Because if in fact
the State gets away with that unconscionable determination, then it sets a major precedent
with any purveyor being able to walk away without major limitations or restrictions. So I
don't know how we're going to address that because it's not, it doesn't become only a
Molokai issue anymore, it becomes, it becomes a Statewide issue because of the leniency
to the existing purveyor.
MR. FREEDMAN: We've had one meeting on Molokai and it was very well attended by the
West end people who are effected by that system and they are very concerned of course
by what's going to happen with their water systems. So far in terms of the Water Use
and Development Plan process itself, we haven't gotten to that. I mean right now I'm at
the phase, I'm reading the newspapers, I'm reading the Molokai newspapers. I've talked
with the Public Utilities Commission staff and most of us and most of the people at the
Molokai meeting were entirely in the dark as to what the real facts are about what's
happening. So I guess what I can testify to is just that there's a lot of uncertainty and not
many people know what's happening. I know that the. . .you're talking about a regulated
utility. I don't know that the Public Utilities Commission would allow them just to walk
away. The way that I understand this sits before the Public Utilities Commission is that
the parties are talking about sales or somebody taking over the system. I don't know. . .I
know that the Molokai papers have talked about somebody walking away from the
system but I would, I mean I'm not an authority on legal matters here, but I would
suggest that, you know, the Public Utilities Commission they have something to say
about what the obligation of that utility is. So I can't answer your question, but I think
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you make a good point. I know that in the Water Use Development Plan process for
Molokai we're going to try and, you know, enlighten and analyze and come to some kind
of agreement or strategy about all of the different water systems there and this is a late
breaking issue that is very much on everyone's mind. So it's going to be on our
discussion list.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Okay. And, and-MR. FEEDMAN: But I don't know where it's going to go.

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Okay. As long as everybody remembers that regardless of the
location of the issue, it is not only a Countywide issue, but it becomes a State issue
because in accordance to your Governor she says that this particular purveyor is walking
away and there are no clear requirements for the PUC to mandate them to stay. And
that's absurd and ludicrous, but then again that's what we're dealing with. So just
wanted to bring that up because, you know, if in fact that does occur, and if in fact Maui
County will be mandated to assume that role, then the numbers we're dealing with, the
projections we're dealing with, the cost factors we're dealing with, is all for nothing
because we're going to have to start over again. Because it'll allow every private
purveyor the same opportunities. So precedent is being set and it's quite scary. Thank
you, Madam Chair, for the opportunity and thank you, Mr. Freedman.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Thank you, Member Mateo. Have any numbers been put forward yet?
Operating costs or any of that, is there any of that out in the open?
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Well, we meet with the Governor about a month ago and till
today they still had not provided us the information as well as access to their property. I
do know internally Mr. Taylor did do, uh. . .I guess an assessment but that was only
based on numbers that was provided by somebody else. So no cost factor...
CHAIR ANDERSON: Mr. Taylor being?
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Dave Taylor
CHAIR ANDERSON: Oh. From Wastewater.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Internal. But other than that, no, none.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Okay. Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Chair.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Mr. Pontanilla
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COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Either for Mr. Freedman or for Member Mateo. How is
the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands fit into this whole mess? Are they taking an
active role in trying to resolve this problem or just leaving it up to the County of Maui?
And I'm sure. . .well, Department of Hawaiian Home Lands is part of the State of Hawaii
but I just, you know, if you folks have feedback in regards to their concerns?

MR. FREEDMAN: At the meeting on Molokai I asked anyone and it was actually almost in a
half joking way, you know, well, are you going to buy the water system? I think the, the,
the. . .you have the Maui Irrigation system, you have Department of Hawaiian Home
Lands, you have the Department of Water Supply, and you have Maui Ranch Properties
are the big, big systems there. And it didn't seem to me that any of the other water
systems, you know, had any active interest or anything in process to take over that water
system. But I mean that was several days after the announcement was made, but I can't
speak beyond on that.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you
CHAIR ANDERSON: Mr. Mateo
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: And, Madam Chair, Molokai Properties Inc. did offer DHHL
the opportunity to purchase Well 17 and from what I understood they declined. So guess
who's got it?
CHAIR ANDERSON: And Well 17 is the major source for this system?
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Well for West Molokai, yes.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Right. Okay
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you.
CHAIR ANDERSON: All right. That does put a whole nother level on this that we're going to
have to look at. So, Members, we're going to take our mourning break. Ten minutes, is
that sufficient? And we'll meet back here at 20 to 11:OO. Committee is in recess.
. . .(gavel). . .
RECESS:

10:30 a.m.

RECONVENE:

10:50 a.m.

CHAIR ANDERSON: . . .(gavel). . . Okay. Thank you, Members, for that break. We're going
to continue on with Mr. Freedman's presentation. Carl.

MR. FREEDMAN: Yes. Okay. The next part of the presentation is looking at the Upcountry
district and the final candidate strategies. Now this is the list of strategies that I presented
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to you before, it includes expansion. . .I'm going to go through these individually so I'm
not going to go through them too much right now on this slide. But we're looking at
expansion of water, raw water storage Upcountry this would be reservoirs, fully backing
up the whole system with basal groundwater, limiting growth Upcountry with extensive
conservation measures, and expanded Kamole Water Treatment capacity. And there's
another one that got added because it's actually this is what we're doing right now, it's
kind of the implicit plan, and that's basically to drill basal wells and then to pump and
boost. So the Pookela Well, the Piiholo Well, you know, lacking any of these other
strategies the way that things are progressing Upcountry is that we're drilling basal wells
and then during drought conditions or during summer months we're paying the electricity
costs to pump that up to the well head and then to boost it to whatever water system is
there. So it kind of added an implicit strategy and in all of the analyses this time the base
plan that I'm looking at is the drill, pump and boost so that's kind of the status quo, status
quo strategy for the analysis. And once again we're looking at a whole list of measures
in. . .with regards to each of these and the conservation measures are included. Also the
Pookela Well, the Piiholo Well, the water treatment plant expansions that are already
budgeted are also included in all of the analyses.
So the first strategy is the. . .would be the addition of substantial additional raw water
storage for the Upper Kula, Lower Kula and/or Makawao systems, and as you know the
front runner right now is for the Lower Kula system. The issues that we looked at in
analysis were the size of the reservoir, and this is with a target system reliability. In other
words we heard a lot from the Upcountry folks that reliability is very important and this
comes a lot from being in a place where from time to time and now more repeatedly
they're being asked to conserve water. And what I did in these is I figured out a target
system of reliability and tried to keep that as a constant. And so I was trying to put
together strategies and the timing of resources so that we're trying to maintain a reliable
system in all cases and then looking at the costs, comparing the costs to that, and there's
some exceptions I'll point out. Another thing we looked at was reservoir location. So I
did analyses for all the systems, the Upper, you know, so I sized and analyzed reservoirs
for the Upper Kula system, the Lower Kula and the Makawao systems and compared the
costs and the contributions of those. And then another thing to look at is what the
reservoir operation objectives are. You can use a reservoir to maximize reliability which
is basically you keep them as full as possible as much as you can, or you can operate
them to optimize economics so you actually draw down the reservoirs when you can to
avoid pumping so that there's something to put the water in when it does flow again.
And then again financing alternatives because reservoirs are big capital expenses.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Mr. Freedman.
MR. FREEDMAN: Yes?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: May I ask a question? Has there been any discussion about the
possibility of dams?
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MR. FREEDMAN: Well, I think, I'm throwing a dam with a reservoir behind it kind of in the
same boat and the locations of these reservoirs for each of these systems is not decided. I
didn't come up with any specific location or any specific design. The actual location, it
means it has to be on some line across the map because it has to be on a hydraulic
gradient that works with the existing collection system and the water treatment plants.
But I think one of the things we're going to learn when you get to the next stage for a
Lower Kula reservoir for example, they're going to be doing the engineering and
environmental studies to figure out, you know, well where can this reservoir go? And if a
good place for it to go would be to put a dam across an existing ravine well that, would
you then you'd have a dam there. But it may be to dig and berm which is kind of another
kind of a dam, it just goes all the way around the outside. But I haven't made any
specific assumptions about where it's going to go except that it's going to be on the right
hydraulic gradient or what the design is going to be.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: I'm very interested in that, I just returned from an area that is
very dry that uses dams and it works for them very well.

MR. FREEDMAN: Yeah. And dams are used a lot in areas where flood control is an important
part of the component. For each of these, you know, you don't need to look in detail here
but this, the idea of this slide is just to give the idea that we did a mass flow analysis, or I
did a mass flow analysis for each of the systems on a number of reservoir sizes to
determine the reliability that the reservoir would contribute at different volumes with the
existing stream flows over historical stream flow periods. And here's the slide, now the
Water Advisory Committees have seen whole series of slides of these comparing
different reservoir options, this looks on the Lower Kula system over a 25 year planning
period at three different reservoir sizes. So here's the pump and, you know, our pump
and boost strategy, and then if we put a 100 million gallon reservoir in Kula you have
additional capital costs, you save pumping costs and it washes, it's about a wash in this
analysis, and remember these are old electric prices, I haven't updated to our $120 a
barrel prices here.
CHAIR ANDERSON: What prices are these at, Carl?

MR. FREEDMAN: These are about 70 to $80 a barrel.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Oh, no.

MR. FREEDMAN: Which was the time, that was earlier this spring, it wasn't that long ago, you
know, and of course one of the things that I've looked at in all of these is what different
escalation rates fuel prices might have over a 30 year planning period, but I didn't do
anything that said we're going to have a 120, you know, people would have said oh, so
what, you know, but that's what happened.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Nobody would have believed you.
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MR. FREEDMAN: Right. Here's our 300 million gallon reservoir and here's the 500 million
gallon reservoir. Now this looks a little, this looks like it costs more than pump and
boost, but one thing you have to realize is this is a 25 year planning, 25 year planning
period and the reservoir is going in at some point during that planning period. What if
you look at a longer look? So I looked at a 50 year extended period. The reservoir is
probably going to last longer than 50 years but you can see between these two, here's 25
years, if you look out further this reservoir is actually the most cost effective over that
period. You know, it's more expensive than. . .it's more cost effective than the
100 million gallon and if you look, you know, here's 25 years and look at the bigger one,
you'll look out further and it's, you know, it's not looking so good. So this kind of
analysis as, for what it's worth is kind of saying 300 million gallons is, you know, that's
about actually a cost effective size for a reservoir on the Lower Kula system. And of
course the Water Advisory Committee sat through a presentation where I did this for each
of the different water systems and different sizes of reservoir or what if we had a 100
gallon on one system and a 100 gallon on another. So I'm not going to go through all
those there, but.. .
CHAIR ANDERSON: But would you explain me the reference strategy on the right here?

MR. FREEDMAN: Over here?
CHAIR ANDERSON: Yeah. What is that?

MR. FREEDMAN: That's mislabeled, this should say 500 million gallon.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Okay, thanks.

MR. FREEDMAN: Five hundred million gallon, I apologize, I didn't realize that.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Yeah. Okay.

MR. FREEDMAN: But this is, the reference strategy is over here -CHAIR ANDERSON: Right

MR. FREEDMAN: --and this is a 100, 200 and 500 million gallon reservoir.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Okay.

MR. FREEDMAN: I just, just noticed that too. And just to give you an idea of what's
happening there, here's our reference strategy, we can call it pump and boost, or drill and
pump and boost. But basically it includes adding some booster pumps which are in all of
them. . .additional wells in Makawao. . .and this is beyond Piiholo and Pookela Wells up
there, these are additional beyond that. So it looks in 201 1 drilling two more wells,
adding more boosters, more wells and more boosters. So it's basically drill, pump and
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boost. You add a reservoir in there and you can see it decreases the length of list of
resources that are going in there, a 300 million gallon reservoir you end up with two
wells further out, 500 million gallon reservoir you're basically not adding anymore wells,
a supplemental well in Makawao at the very end of the planning period. So...
CHAIR ANDERSON: Now, have you, are these different strategies comparable in million
gallons per day delivered?
MR. FREEDMAN: All of these, all of these are delivering the same amount of water to the
same people everywhere on the Upcountry system.
CHAIR ANDERSON: To fulfill the 25 year planning period?
MR. FREEDMAN: Right.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Okay
MR. FREEDMAN: Right. And with the same level of reliability more or less. You know, I'm
trying to make the reliability constant but that's a challenge because groundwater is
inherently more reliable than surface water.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Right
MR. FREEDMAN: We're putting in reservoirs, say we're going to count on a reservoir, it's
always possible that we're going to have a worst case scenario, worse than everything
we've ever seen, it just doesn't rain at all. But in all of these we have some level of
backup, but one of the scenarios you'll see that they wanted me to run was full backup,
you know, they say we want, you know, with no contribution of water on the Upper or
Lower Kula systems, let's put enough wells in so we can still meet all of our.. .
CHAIR ANDERSON: With no surface water contribution?
MR. FREEDMAN: Well, we still assume some from the Kamole Plant on the, on the ditch for
that scenario. But I'll get to that, that's another scenario we're going to look at.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Okay.
MR. FREEDMAN: The policy issues here, cost versus reliability versus sustainability.
Budgeting for these capital costs is an issue just of itself. The reservoir management
objectives are, I don't know if you call that a policy issue, it is somewhat a policy issue in
terms of how are we going to manage the reservoirs in terms of reducing the costs as
much as possible versus pushing their liability as much as possible. Policy issues about
agricultural versus municipal service objectives, so we have different protocols for
allocation of water in drought periods. Now one storm that's brewing here is we have the
Upper Kula system with a dual system and we have a dual ag line up there. So we have
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the Department of Agriculture has put in a line but has not yet used the line but the water
that's in the reservoirs is now being used for the Department of Water Supply for
reliability for potable service. At the point that that water starts flowing in the near term
ostensively it's going to be the same amount of water it's just, some of it's not going to
be treated, but in the long run there's an allocation issue. If the Department of
Agriculture is charging less for the water or that really meets some of the agricultural
objectives of increasing agriculture Upcountry, then we've got an allocation issue for the
water from the Kahakapau Reservoirs. And of course as policy issues where you are
using stream water, and any time you're using stream water you've got policy issues, and
environmental siting feasibility is another thing to think about because we are talking
about environmentally sensitive areas. So. . .(change tape, start 2B). . .ability, we're
going to have to wait for the environmental studies to come in to see just where this can
go, what mitigation measures might be necessary or whether it can go, perhaps. The full
basal ground, full basal groundwater well backup was something to address the desire by
the Water Advisory Committee for a drought proof system so that if this assumes no
water coming out of the Upper Kula system, no water from the Lower Kula system, we
want to have enough wells that we can have reliable water service with minimal flows
from Kamole Water Treatment Plant basically as surface water. And. . .but currently
right now, in terms of just capacity, backup capacity, as long as there's at least some
water in the upper reservoirs you can use the water treatment plants to meet your day
peaks or, you know, you can run those plants. Without any water behind the reservoirs
then we're shot short so this would look at that, and of course you have some variations
in the analysis, where you're going to put the wells, hydrology for all these wells, and
how they're going to integrate with the Upcountry systems. I'm going to go through
some policy issues, now these issues actually apply to this, you know, maximum backup
but also applies to just our. . .all the basal wells, our reference plan here of drill and pump
and boost. We've got cost versus reliability versus sustainability. Basically with the plan
we're using now we're drilling wells kind of as drought backup wells and. . .for
reliability purposes, but it's not the most sustainable thing to do because when you do
need to pump them it's very expensive, you're pumping water all the way from sea level
up to 4,000 feet in some cases. The EMPLAN Consent Decree Compliance is a policy
issue with any of the basal wells Upcountry. . .well, I should say in the Haiku area there's
a, there's a line on the map that shows where the consent decree applies. And then you
have non-department well development issues, well siting and both in terms of wellhead
protection and how it integrates with the Department of Water Supply systems. If the
Water Department drills a well it gets to choose where it wants to try to build it. If a
developer comes in they might have a better chance of actually getting it where they want
it, but it might not be what's best for wellhead protection or it might not be where the
department wants it. So we're talking about a well siting strategy as part of a component
of the Water Development Plan, Water Use and Development Plan. And of course
capitalization, source credits and entitlements similar with what I talked about with
Waiale applies to the basal well development that's done by non-DWS developers.
Another thing we looked at was limiting growth on the Upcountry systems with extensive
conservation measures. Now this was to say. . .this is more to enlighten the land use
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planning process than it is something that the Water Department feels entitled to do,
we're not saying the Water Department would go out and try to limit growth. What
we're trying to say, you know, well what, what are the constraints, you know, if you look
out to 2030 we have a finite amount of stream flow that comes in, no matter how many
reservoirs we built there's a finite water supply Upcountry. And so you're looking
eventually at pumping everything from sea level basically, if you keep going out further.
So if we look out there from a planning perspective, what, what are the costs going out
there, this was not an easy analysis for me to do because there are a lot of assumptions
you have to make, it's kind of a presumptuous assumptions in order to do it. But it did
enlighten us a bit which I'll get into a little later and of course we have a lot of policy
issues with that, you know, how are you going to put growth restrictions in there. There
are a number of things you could, how would you implement them and of course one
thing we did is made sure we did not limit the DHHL entitlements or the reservations
there And the other part was conservation and I have a similar slide for the intensive
conservation, when you put more and more conservation you start to push the policy
issues in terms of cost, or in terms of mandate. Excuse me. And the last one we looked
at was expanded Kamole Water Treatment Plant capacity and volume. Now the capacity
of that treatment plant is being expanded but, but we're looking at, make, putting
improvements in to increase the amount of water that that treatment plant can take during
drought conditions and that has to do with intakes, these are not really expensive options.
And really what this part of the analysis looked at more than looking at the costs of doing
those was what is the value of improving those to the system and I'll talk a little bit more
about that in a minute. Well, right here I'll talk about it. There is substantial value to
improving Kamole Water Treatment Plant drought period reliability and the primary
value is in displacing the need for expensive but seldom used backup wells. In other
words if we can count more on Kamole during drought conditions, and this is without
changing the contract we have with EM1 and A&B, this is just within the contractual
thing, it's just making. . .
CHAIR ANDERSON: Not bringing in more water from the stream?
MR. FREEDMAN: Well, we would be. . .no we're not, we're not bringing, we're not diverting
any more water, but we would be taking more of our entitled share of the water at the
Kamole Weir. In other words, we have a letter of agreement with A&B, we're not taking
all that we're entitled to now.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Right.
MR. FREEDMAN: This would be making the, this is saying there is value to making whatever
improvements are necessary so that we take up to what we're entitled to so to speak.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Twelve million?
MR. FREEDMAN: Well, the formula is a little complicated because it's a certain amount if the
water is flowing in the ditch but then once the water flows below a certain level -- 30 -
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CHAIR ANDERSON: Right
MR. FREEDMAN: --then there's a formula that's applied -CHAIR ANDERSON: Right. Right. Okay.
MR. FREEDMAN: --in terms of how the water is allocated between A&B and EMI.
CHAIR ANDERSON: And so do you have any estimates on how.. .
MR. FREEDMAN: I said that wrong, between A&B, EM1 and the Department of Water Supply.
Excuse me.
CHAIR ANDERSON: So do you have any estimates on how much you can increase the
treatment capacity of the plant?
MR. FREEDMAN: Well, from an engineering approach I didn't get. . .what I did was I analyzed
the value of different levels of drought reliability to the system. So what I did for
analysis was I figured out what the value of that water was to the system. What needs to
happen is that then the department and EM1 and the engineers need to figure out, okay,
given that that's valuable, this analysis says that's very valuable, is it feasible and what's
the best thing to do? I don't know the answer to that question yet, that's, this, what the
analysis basically says is this would be valuable, let's see where we can go with it and
then the next step is to see where we can go with it. But here it says specific means to
increase the drought period reliability should be further investigated basically that's
where we got with it.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Okay.
MR. FREEDMAN: The policy issues again, you're using additional stream water, you have cost
versus. . .well the cost versus drought condition reliability, a question I answered
basically, if we can get the water from a cost standpoint it's valuable, but it is additional
use of stream water and it is less water for agricultural uses. I mean the water that flows
pass the Weir is valuable because it provides agricultural benefits to the sugar cane
operations and to some hydroelectric uses. So those were the strategies we looked at and
then I'm going to get in to some of these results again.
So once again we have our kind of the hard to read version, but it kind of gives you the
idea for the Upcountry system you've got appreciable pumping costs, fixed operations
costs, and capital costs. And the demand side management costs are showing just
incrementally here, this is a not a big component but it ended up being of expense but it
ended up being an important value to all of these. And here's the same thing again when
we're comparing it to our status quo pump and boost right. So here's one looking at a
100 million gallon reservoir on the Kula system and a 300 million gallon reservoir system
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and once again this is our 25 year planning period, if you just look at those two and we
push it to 50 years there you can see what we looked at before. The cost savings over the
longer period become a bigger share and balance out against the capital costs over the
longer period. So once again for the 25 year period, here's the Upper Kula relocate kind
of thing. And when I did the economic analysis, after doing some of it I realized it's kind
of meaningless to compare it economically what it means to restrict growth. So what I
did is I relocated it, you know, I just didn't have the tools basically to get a handle around
all that, but what I did is I instead of having, so these, this scenario involves the same
amount of water being served Upcountry but instead of being on the Upper Kula system
we moved the growth down to the Makawao system. So it was basically just to say to reallocate growth and this is something more along the lines of the approach that's being
taken in the general planning and the Island Plan process, they're not trying to reduce the
amount of growth, it's like a growth strategy of relocating growth. And we came up. .
.well, it's cheaper basically to put it at a lower altitude is what it comes down to, not a
real surprising result although there were some things we learned that, that I learned that
were surprises in that process. Over here is looking at the value of taking 2 million
gallons a day extra of the existing letter of agreement water, that's a very cost effective
thing to do because basically by increasing the drought reliability by 2 million gallons a
day there's a bunch of wells you don't have to drill. Now there's not much cost savings
because most of these wells that are drilled aren't going to get used very much. aThey're
being drilled to meet reliability purposes in drought periods, but they don't get operated
all that much over the 30 year period of time. Now the last few years is kind of getting to
skew my vision of reality because it seems that we're having drought after drought after
drought, but what the model is doing over 30 periods [sic] is taking more typical, I hope
typical, you know -CHAIR ANDERSON: We hope.

MR. FREEDMAN: --assumptions. And then here's the basal backup and this basically is
drilling a lot of wells. It said this is one that does have Kamole Weir output in the plant
so we're not trying to back that up, but we're trying to backup the upper systems and of
course that is, it's capital costs, you can see there's the capital costs of drilling all these
wells. But similar over here, you know, you're not really pumping them very much,
you're putting them in for backup reliability. So this was, this just informs you that to
say to have full backup reliability is expensive, not a surprised but it's quantified.
CHAIR ANDERSON: So let me, let me clarify for myself, Carl. So on that second to the last
column you're talking about increasing the surface water to Kamole by 2 million gallons
a day?

MR. FREEDMAN: This is making improvements or whatever is necessary so that during
drought commissions [sic], conditions we can increase what the Kamole Water
Treatment Plant can take out of the ditch for water treatment -CHAIR ANDERSON: Right
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MR. FREEDMAN: --by 2 million gallons a day
CHAIR ANDERSON: Right. And then. . .

MR. FREEDMAN: So it might just be a new intake structure.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Okay. And then, and then that last column are you saying that if you
wanted to backup that increase in case there was a severe drought and you couldn't take
that 2 million gallons a day, you could, and you've already relied on it by expanding
growth that then you'd have to drill that number of wells to back that up? Is that what
you're saying?

MR. FREEDMAN: Yeah. This one, this one here actually does not have these improvements in
it. No, so the full backup does not have that, we could mix them, I suppose you could up
one that was mixed. But this is saying we're taking as much out of Kamole as we're
presently taking -CHAIR ANDERSON: Oh. Okay.

MR. FREEDMAN: --but we're taking nothing out of the Upper Kula system or the Lower Kula
system. And once again, you know, I've done dozens and dozens and dozens of these
analyses and I've presented more of these to the Water Advisory Committees of those,
this is just kind of a selection, you know, for, kind of the final runners or an informant of
selection to get it all on one page. And of course here's the 50 year version of this and
the big difference, you know, going back and forth, the big difference is the reservoir,
you know, these other ones look, you know, nothing radical happens, but I think really to
look at the cost benefit of a reservoir you really need to have a longer look than just the
25 year period, especially with what we're looking at with the, our future with energy and
pumping prices.
Here's something, you know, in the last presentation I had a slide there that said
everything is expensive, and this is kind of the version of that for Upcountry. What I did
here was I just looked at what does it cost to serve 200,000 gallons a day on each of the
Upcountry systems. You know, what is the cost of new growth Upcountry. And so
here's our. . .and this is using our drill, pump and boost scenario right. But the difference
is that in this one, here's our reference plan, and this is saying the only difference is we're
going to have an extra 200,000 gallons a day on the Upper Kula system or an extra
200,000 gallons a day on the Lower Kula system or the Makawao system or the Haiku
system. And here's the cost, you know, so the cost, the total cost is an extra $7 million.
What I did here is I just quantified the additional capital cost. So basically you're
looking at about 14 to 19 gallons per day of capital cost, 14 to $19 per gallon per day
capital cost for additional growth. But see if you look at what it, this is to, to serve an
additional service Upcountry over the planning period the capital costs involved is
something like 8,000 to $1 1,000. Now the current development source fee we have is
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about $2,000, you have $6,000 for a 518 inch meter and one third of that is for source
development. So this is saying that currently Upcountry our costs for the new source
that's required are high compared to what our current rate structure shows and that's kind
of it for the Upcountry system. Once again just to flash up there, you know, what we
want to do is not just look at costs where in the end we want to look at all the different
objectives. And I heard kind of the start of a question.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Well, you know, it's probably a question nobody wants asked or be
answered too, but I guess maybe we should since you showed us that slide go back to the
8,000 to 11,000. Yeah. Does that mean that in the future we can be anticipating a
request to have our water meter fees running at that rate?

MR. FREEDMAN: All right, well, the cost may be different on the different systems so this is
just looking at Upcountry, and right now our rates are for all the different water systems.
So if you average it in with all the systems I don't know where you'd get, but the thing to
point out here is that as I understand it the Water Department is, has at least an RFP out
and maybe is finalizing a contract with a consultant to reexamine the source development
fees for the Water Department. And the objective of that study as I understand it is to
take a fresh look at what it costs for the capital costs for new development on the system.
And so I think that, you know, methodical fashion an assessment of that question is being
made. What my analysis is saying is that we can anticipate that at least for the Upcountry
system, I'll do this for Central too, I'll do it for each of the systems eventually but
certainly for Upcountry. And I also know for Central the costs are going to be higher. I
don't think with Central it's as drastic as this and it depends as you can see on what,
which one of the plans you take.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Right

MR. FREEDMAN: But yes, I think in the future if the policy decision is to finance new capital
improvements that are supposed to cover the cost of growth with the system development
fees, I think my guess would be pretty strongly that yeah, those are going to go up.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Okay. I just wanted to highlight that.

MR. FREEDMAN: And a final part is just a quick look at the next steps for the Water Use and
Development Plan. Finalization and review of the Lanai Water Use and Development
Plan, that's happening on a really fast schedule. A final analysis and determination of the
Central and Upcountry district plans, and as I showed earlier I had a slide of the types of
analysis that I want to do to update everything for the new assumptions in the General
Plan, DHHL plans, new electricity costs, some additional scenarios that we're running.
So the balls in my court CentralIUpcountry and our next meeting is going to be in July
that I hope to present that. We're going to proceed with the next steps to investigate and
implement conservation programs. Now the conservation programs, you know, when
we're talking about these in the analysis you might have noticed that we're talking about
lots of millions of dollars. Like the Upcountry system. . .well, the Central system I think
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was about $1 million a year of conservation for. . .that was included in all the scenarios
and more in the more intensive one and that's for the Central district. So I think for the
department, you know, if you were to put conservation, you're talking over $2 million a
year, that's something that's going to be a budget item, that's not in this years budget, but
I think the objective would be to take the steps necessary to keep the ball rolling so
that. . .and then perhaps in the next budget cycle things are ready to go. So that. . .I don't
know if you have questions about that. I'm going to go, proceed. . .we have West Maui
and Molokai we're going to proceed with the same process you saw for Central and
Upcountry, we're going to start East Maui district process. And we've had an offer out
there to do the status report to the Board of Water Supply. So as soon as they get us on
the agenda we'll do an update similar to this for the Board of Water Supply. And that
concludes what I've got here. On your handouts I've got a list, you know, the website
and a list of documents that are up on there and that concludes what I have.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Great. Thank you, Carl. Okay. Let's take a recess, bring the screen up
and we'll take some questions, okay? Committee is in recess. . . .(gavel). . .
RECESS:

11:24 a.m.

RECONVENE:

11:26 a.m.

CHAIR ANDERSON: . . .(gavel). . . Water Resource meeting of. . .I can't believe it's June 2nd,
but it is, is now reconvened. Thank you very much, Carl, for that presentation. It was a
lot of information put together in a very succinct way and we appreciate getting so much
information to us in such a short period of time. So, Members, we're going to open this
up for questions. And if I can use my prerogative as Chair to answer just a couple of real
quick questions and I'll open it up to you guys.
You know, you showed us the breakdown of how you're proceeding with the
development of the plan as a whole and that you gave us a little hint that the Lanai plan is
heading in to its finalization. So just as a general question and not so much I guess
specifically to the various districts, but can we be anticipating the Lanai plan coming to
the Water Resource Committee and just give us kind of a synopsis of the procedures that
we're going to be looking at following and finalizing the plan as a whole. Can we
anticipate that the various districts will come forward separately so that we don't have to
wait and get it all in one bundle? And will those sections first go to the Board of Water
Supply and then to our Committee? Or will it come to our Committee for us to discuss
and then send, and, and get maybe our final policy decisions and then send it to the Board
of Water Supply for their review? How do you anticipate that working?
MR. FREEDMAN: Well, I think I had a little bullet on the CentralIUpcountry status that's had
next process steps under consideration and that is a. . .the question that we're looking at
next, and we're looking at in terms of Central and Upcountry, but as you noticed, as you
said it's equally important for Lanai. But we're trying to figure out how to get from here
to there in the most efficient way possible.
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CHAIR ANDERSON: From here to where?
MR. FREEDMAN: Well where here is, with Central and Upcountry we've got analysis and
we're going to be finalizing some plans, and the next step is to figure out, do, should the
consultant do a draft plan and then give that to the department to review? Kind of the list
you just mentioned, it could go different ways. We have a meeting this afternoon
actually with the Water Director and Deputy Director to discuss that among other things
is what the next steps might be, but you hit on some of the general questions. And one
question is are we going to go district by district in terms of approval or review by the
Council? And with Lanai I think it's pretty clear they've got a draft and will have a final
draft so they're a little further than we are with Upcountry. With Upcountry and Central
then the question is, you know, at what point do we start finalizing and selecting a final
plan and what should the process be to make it most efficient. Ultimately this all comes
before you as an ordinance and ultimately in the end I suppose as one ordinance that
covers all the districts. And I don't know yet how it's going to be resolved, what the
procedure is going to be. But certainly you have something to say about it, if you would
like to see reviews of each of the individual districts and approvals step by step then
that's worth knowing. But it hasn't been decided and it's right now under discussion, I
guess is.. .
CHAIR ANDERSON: Okay.
MR. FREEDMAN: I don't know if I answered your question except to say that -CHAIR ANDERSON: Well -MR. FREEDMAN: --we don't know yet.
CHAIR ANDERSON: --you're working on it.
MR. FREEDMAN: Yeah.
CHAIR ANDERSON: And
MR. FREEDMAN: And we're working on it, yeah.
CHAIR ANDERSON: And we appreciate that because I think, you know, my own preference
and this is only just without a whole lot of thought given to it, that is to say you could
change my mind, I think that the Council might want to see this as you have developed it.
Lanai first then Central and Upcountry and, you know, I'm wondering if maybe before
we can make any real strong final decisions for Central and maybe even Upcountry, the
State Water Commission has to make some decisions that could have, you know, a
bearing on what our strategies are such as Na Wai Eha and the East Maui streams. So I
think maybe bringing it to us in increments would be the most cost effective use of our
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time, and also if we started with Lanai it would be, you know, a nice learning ground for
us on how to review this and, you know, make an informed decision about all of it
because it's a smaller system, it's one aquifer, it's, you know, baby steps. So just to
follow up on that, I'm wondering if Mr. Kushi has any input on what the procedure is
supposed to be or how maybe our ordinance calls out for this to happen on the Charter.
MR. KUSHI: Yes, Madam Chair, I wasn't here when the initial plan was, was passed but, and
therefore I don't know the procedure that occurred at that time, but the Charter does say
that the updated Water Use and Development Plan should be reviewed by the Board of
Water Supply and then enacted into ordinance by the Council.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Right
MR. KUSHI: So whether or not you review a draft and then send it back to the Board of Water
Supply or visa versa, they should have a chance to look, look at it and make
recommendations and then it comes here.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Definitely
MR. KUSHI: And it'll be one ordinance. So whether you review it step by step that's really
your, up to you but it would be one ordinance.
CHAIR ANDERSON: But we wouldn't adopt it as, in sections?
MR. KUSHI: Well, I mean.. .
CHAIR ANDERSON: I imagine we could and then amend the ordinance every time we adopt a
section, yeah?
MR. KUSHI: Well.. .
CHAIR ANDERSON: I don't know
MR. KUSHI: It'll be the Water Use and Development Plan for the County of Maui so. . .and it'd
be made up of various parts based on the system and the islands. But I don't think you
should pass. . .I mean I would recommend not to pass, you know, an ordinance and then
amend it and amend it and amend it.
CHAIR ANDERSON: By adding
MR. KUSHI: But you could, you know, like you do in your budget -CHAIR ANDERSON: Yeah.
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MR. KUSHI: --review sections by sections and deliberate on that one section, and then hold in
reserve determinations for the other sections.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Okay. Okay. Mr. Freedman and then I'm going to ask Director Eng if
he has any comments on the procedures.

MR. FREEDMAN: Yeah just. . .and the other thing to realize is that the Commission on Water
Resource Management also has a review process associated with the Water Use and
Development Plan.
CHAIR ANDERSON: But they come after us, right?

MR. FREEDMAN: Well, yes and no. I mean. . .and you can argue it different ways. . .I mean
this is a Council, this is an ordinance -CHAIR ANDERSON: Right.

MR. FREEDMAN: --this is the County of Maui's thing so you can say it the way you want it.
But the way the Water Commission sees it is they also want to approve the form or the
content, they want to review it. And if you remember the 1992 -CHAIR ANDERSON: Right

MR. FREEDMAN: --update came before the Board of Water Supply and the Council and the
Commission and it was the Commission who said nope, this isn't good enough.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Right

MR. FREEDMAN: And I remember it then the Council decided not to proceed on that basis.
But I just wanted to just -CHAIR ANDERSON: Right.

MR. FREEDMAN: --remember that the, the Water Commission isn't a, is also a reviewing body
to some extent.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Great and. . .(inaudible). . .and if they don't adopt it, it doesn't matter if
we adopt it or not. Because I think in '92 the Council did adopt it and then the
Commission rejected it, something like that.

MR. FREEDMAN: I don't remember.
CHAIR ANDERSON: So anyway we need to get that worked out, and I just wanted to bring it
up so that we could be focusing on that because I think we need to go forward with Lanai
as soon as possible, and then I had one other quick question and then I'm going to turn it
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over to the Committee.
discussion?

Oh, Director Eng, did you want to add anything to that

MR. ENG: No. . .(inaudible). . . Thank you.

CHAIR ANDERSON: Okay. Thanks. Have, have you looked, Mr. Freedman, at any
alternative energies for pumping purposes like solar panels or wind mills or anything like
that attached to a particular pump in order to cut down on our costs?
MR. FREEDMAN: Well, we've looked at a few specific instances. For example in Central we
looked at taking some of the high level production tunnels up the Waihee River and
taking that water from those production tunnels and putting in a pipe and using it to
generate electricity. . . .(change tape, start 3A). . .be used at the bottom of the hill to
pump the water up so that's a hydroelectric application, and that is in the list of things
that was in the category of we're not going to count on it, but it might be worth doing
some follow up studies to do. I'm looking on the Upcountry system when there's plenty
of water in the Lower Kula system that. . .so that water can actually flow downhill into
the Kula agricultural park, and even though it's treated water that would be flowing into a
well water reservoir, it's much cheaper than the current cost of pumping from the
Hamakua Ditch up, up the hill to the Lower Kula Treatment Plant. So just flowing the
water down the hill could, under conditions when there's plenty of water could save
money, but that's also an opportunity for an inline hydro project since you are flowing
water down. So those are two specific hydro things that we're looking at. The other
thing that is in process in analysis is to look at using wind generation to provide a source
of more economical energy for the Water Department. So as I say to the Water
Department when we talk about it, you know, you'll maybe you're going to have a new
branch or a new division head here that's going to be power production that might be part
of the Water Department and this is, you know, a lot of places on the mainland it's, you
know, water and power because of the, because of the relationship between hydroelectric
and because of the need for power in terms of providing water services. But for this
standpoint I'm just looking at, you know, right now you look at Maui Electric's rates and
you look at what it would cost to provide wind generation, I'm going to have some
numbers and some scenarios for that. Wind and water are actually good partners to the
extent that wind doesn't blow all the time but you don't need to pump water, you know,
depending on your reservoir capacity you don't need to pump all the time either, you can
meet your water needs with an intermittent resource to a certain extent. So that's in the,
in the category of things that are being analyzed presently.

CHAIR ANDERSON: Great and I'm happy to hear that. So you are looking at the feasibility of
using wind power -MR. FREEDMAN: Yes.

CHAIR ANDERSON: --and possibly solar power?
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MR. FREEDMAN: How we look at solar right now I'm looking at wind as a front runner just
because of the dollars and cents, you know, it's more cost effective right now to provide
wind, we can look at solar but I don't think the numbers are going to look as good.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Okay. And then just to wind that up, you told us that the, the figures that
you gave us today were all based on 70, $80 a barrel. So when are you going to have
your current costs updated?

MR. FREEDMAN: Well, I'm hoping at the July Water Advisory Committee meetings for that
presentation I, my goal is to have, you know, that analysis folded in to what we're
presenting them.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Okay. Thank you, Carl. Members, questions? Ms. Baisa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yeah. A lot of information, lots to think about. Something
keeps, you know, turning in the back of my head, and that is that our system strives to
provide potable water, and therein lies the challenge of getting it, transporting it, treating
it and making it available and making sure that it is potable and safe. This may seem like
a, you know, wild idea, but has much thought been given to not having all the water we
supply be potable and that we have separate water that is used for drinking and cooking
and other water that is used for, you know, the other things that we do with water. I have
no idea. . .what is the percentage of water that goes into a home of that average 600
gallons per, gallons per day that is used for actual potable uses?

MR. FREEDMAN: Well, potable uses in a home I think would certainly include anything that's
used for cooking or drinking.
COUNCILMEMBER B AISA: Right

MR. FREEDMAN: It would include hand washing. . .the toilet doesn't necessarily have to be
potable water. . .dishwashing has to be potable.. .
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Clothes washing, a lot of water used by --

MR. FREEDMAN: Clothes washing.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: --washing machines.

MR. FREEDMAN: I think you'd probably want potable water for clothes washing. The toilet is
the big, the big one.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Showers?

MR. FREEDMAN: Shower it would depend on what the non-potable source is I would think.
You know, you have to remember that the non-potable line that's coming in could be any
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of a number of different sources, it could be recycled R-1 water that's very carefully
managed by a utility system, it could be reservoir water that may be subject to different
kinds of vectors at different times. But I think the, the actual amount of water that's
consumed for. . .that really has to be potable is a small fraction of the total water that the
Water Department is producing. Now Upcountry, for example, there's a dual line that's
installed for the upper system, and that's basically taking that concept on the supply end
to say, you know, we don't need to have the treatment costs for that, but it's the same
water source, you know, Upcountry. And the existing Water Use and Development Plan
approved in 1990 includes a recommendation for dual systems Upcountry an upper and a
lower line, and since that time the economics have changed appreciably. The concept of
not treating the water is you can save on the cost of treating the water, but Upcountry the
long term limitations aren't really on the cost of treatment, it's on the water itself, just
getting, having water period and what we're seeing is that the pumping costs of water
generally are so much higher than the treatment costs of the water that can flow out of the
systems that the treatment costs are a less important component in the long run and the
real, the real challenge Upcountry is just finding water period at that altitude. So I think
what's changed since the 1990 Water Plan, Upcountry for this dual system is that the
economics have changed and the water demands have changed compared to the amount
of water that's available Upcountry. Putting in a dual system doesn't really solve your
problem up there right now either from a cost standpoint or an availability standpoint.
The other side of that is on the demand side is that once you do use water all of it doesn't
have to go into the sewage system or the treatment. . .you have grey water in other words
that could be used for something that might displace other potable use, on a garden. And
I haven't done too much analysis on that. I have done some, but the rub there is terms of
what are the laws and regulations about use of grey water and right now in order for it to
be legal to use the grey water it's expensive because you have to go through, you know,
process steps. Some States have relaxed the restrictions on use of grey water so that you
can just take water out of your sinks, your dishwasher, washing machine and just use that
directly for garden or on fruit trees or something like that. But until the Department of
Health gets on board with that I haven't done too much analysis of grey water.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yeah, I tried getting something through the Legislature, and what
we heard from Department of Health was that we would have to change our Plumbing
Code in order to allow it. And I think the reason why I'm stuck on this is, you know, the
likelihood of us finding a lot, a source of water looks rather dismal to me. And so I tend
to get fascinated or fastened on the side of making better use of what we have and it's a
faster way too than trying to project where we're going to dig a well and how we're
going to move the water around and whatever. How do we make the best use of every
source that we have, whether it's rain by damming up a gulch and putting it in there, or
using grey water or, you know, doing something so that we can do it quickly. Because
we have a real serious situation and, you know, we're already talking about a drought, as
far as I'm concerned it's here already, we haven't seen any real rain for a long time, and I
would like to see more of an emphasis on that end of it.
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CHAIR ANDERSON: You know, Ms. Baisa, that brings me to a question that I think follows
right with what you're saying because I think demand side management is our, our
conservation or however you want to put it, is our first step of recourse right now because
even with new source we're looking at many years down the road. So, Mr. Freedman, in
your demand side management analysis have you got any quantifying numbers yet on
how much water we could save if we did certain things like low flow toilets or faucets or
even, you know, cutting down-COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: (inaudible)
CHAIR ANDERSON: --cutting down irrigation of, of landscaping to, you know, two days a
week or any of that kind of conservation measures? Are there. . .have you had a chance
to come up with any numbers of what we might be able to save?
MR. FREEDMAN: Yes and it. . .basically it was necessary to do that in order to come up with
the numbers that I presented today, you know, so as part of that analysis I did, there was a
three part piece to that and it's in one of the slides. We looked at the, an end use analysis
which took the existing water uses and categorized it by customer class and within each
customer class by what the end uses are, and then a technical potential study which would
say okay, if we were to take the current uses and use the most efficient technologies and I
shouldn't say the most efficient, I think went to codes. Like for toilets for example I used
1.6 gallons. . .now actually you can get lower flow toilets than that. So but for the
analysis I ran I just took the existing kind of up-to-date code, efficient technology. How
much water would we save? And I have that quantified by district and by customer class
and by use. And then the next stage was to say with different measures that we were to
take, different programs how many people could we get, how much participation could
we get in the programs, how many fixtures could we actually get changed out and what
amount of water would we save. All those things I've quantified in order to answer the
questions of the cost because in order to do the analysis that I presented you have to
know how much water you're saving, where -CHAIR ANDERSON: Right.
MR. FREEDMAN: --for how much money you're spending on the programs. And that's one of
the reasons we had, you know, we had Amy Vickers come out -CHAIR ANDERSON: Right.
MR. FREEDMAN: --which was to verify my analysis of that with somebody who is very
knowledgeable and review that, and then out of that actually comes a series of steps to
take. And I don't know that we need to wait for the Water Use and Development Plan to
be approved in order to start taking those steps.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Right. And so I'm wondering if you could send us a breakdown of those
numbers so that it gives the Members a better idea of, you know, what kind of savings
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we'd be looking at and it could help us in formulating our plans to go forward with some
kind of conservation measures so that we're doing something proactive this summer
that's going to help everybody rather than wait until the Water Use and Development
Plan gets finalized. We want to take some proactive steps now because we all know
things are not going to get better for some months.
MR. FREEDMAN: If you'd like to schedule, I can come in and do a presentation on that if you
want or . . .
CHAIR ANDERSON: I mean I think maybe if it, if you've already quantified the numbers and
you have some kind of breakdown if you could just forward that to the Committee then
I'll take a look at and maybe we'll have you come back too.
MR. FREEDMAN: Okay. I'll forward it to you, then if it doesn't make sense you might want to
have me come and explain it. I don't have it all written out with all kinds of expository,
you know, language or anything, but I have all the tables and charts which I can supply.
CHAIR ANDERSON: I mean it just seems like it would be helpful for us to know if we
restricted landscape watering to say every other day or, you know, two days a week how
much is that going to save us, and what areas of the County can sustain that? I mean I
happen to know where I live is a very dry place and because I'm in a rental and my water
system broke and my landlord doesn't want to fix it that my landscaping does not get
watered every day, but my neighbors does and, you know, I think I'm, my landscaping is
surviving just fine without being watered everyday. So I think that people get in a habit
of, you know, well they think they have to water everyday, but maybe they don't, maybe
the landscaping can survive just fine without constant irrigation.
MR. FREEDMAN: And then when Amy Vickers was here we took a little tour around all the
different areas and I think it was clear that more water is being used in many places than
is even necessary at all and she quantified in her presentation, her Powerpoint she gave to
the Council, she came up with a quantification of what we might see in terms of savings
in a percentage basis for irrigation by limiting to two days a week, you rotate it, you
know.
CHAIR ANDERSON: That's right. That's right.
MR. FREEDMAN: She gave an estimate there, and I can turn those percentage numbers into
quantified numbers. . .in fact I have, so I have a, so I can bring those.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Okay. That would be helpful. Mr. Pontanilla?
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you. And thank you, Carl, for that presentation.
And the question that the Chairman asked about hydroelectric, I'm glad you guys are
looking into that direction. What surprised me, one day I was coming to work and there
was a commercial by HC&S and, you know, lo and behold they utilize hydroelectric in
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doing some of their, for cultivation or whatever they do. Have you ever taken a look at
the ditch flow that comes from East Maui to the Kamole treatment area, you know, if we
could utilize, you know, the ditch as part of a hydroelectric, well, plant maybe?

MR. FREEDMAN: Well, right now HC&S has a power plant that has several Pelton wheel
generators that takes water from the Kamole Weir which is up right by the Kamole Water
Treatment Plant and drops it down to the Lowry Ditch. . .actually I don't know what that
ditch is called right there, but the lower altitude ditch near Paia. So the power plant's
pretty near Paia. And when the water conditions are right they generate electricity as part
of what they sell to Maui Electric and use internally using hydroelectric generation by
dropping water from one ditch down to the other. But that's not an option that's really
open to the County we don't have, you know, the water at the Kamole Weir is valuable to
the department, you know, to take, to treat and use Upcountry so we don't have to pump
it up as high, you know, because it's about 1,000 feet or something like that. So the, the
value of the water to the department's entitled share of the water from the ditches
basically is valuable as a source of potable water Upcountry. The, there are
instances. . .there are places in the department system where water will get dropped from
one system to another if. . .right now the Kahakapau reservoirs are larger than the Piiholo
Reservoir, but the demands are higher on the Piiholo system so sometimes the water gets
dropped down the hill. But in order to, to make a hydroelectric installation pay off you
have to do it fairly often, you know, in order to -COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: True, true.

MR. FREEDMAN: --to pay off the capital costs. So I have been looking at various options like
that, and in some cases it's just pencil on the envelope, it's not really an envelope, it's
done a spreadsheet but it's just looking at it very broadly to find the places that really
might work out, there aren't too many opportunities like that.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you. And the other comment that I'd like to
make is in regards to landscaping. I have a brother-in-law that works for Monrovia
Nursery, and I think they're the third largest in the United States, and he's been going
around to different areas of the country and mainly in California because of the water
restrictions that they have, and he's been talking about water tolerant plants and maybe,
you know, as an alternative, I don't know how our landscapers over here, you know,
determine what type of plants is, you know, are planted within various developments.
And maybe, you know, that's a way that we can get water tolerant plants put in not only
for developments but for individual homeowners to conserve water. So I thought I'd
make that comment.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Thank you, Mr. Pontanilla. So, Members, we're five minutes past our
closing time so I'm going to try to close this up. And I want to give Director Eng an
opportunity, if you have any comments you want to make, Director, in regards to the
Water Use and Development Plan. I think what we'll do is just defer the remaining item
on our agenda with no objections, Members?
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COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS.
ACTION:

DEFER PENDING FURTHER DISCUSSION. (All items)

CHAIR ANDERSON: Thank you. Did you have any comments?
MR. ENG: No, Madam Chair, not really. Just I'm real pleased that Carl and Ellen are
proceeding and, and that they've scheduled the various meetings of the various areas, and
I think we're going to see a product shortly.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Great
MR. ENG: So I'm very happy. Thank you.
CHAIR ANDERSON: So if we could see maybe something from Lanai at least let us know
what the intention is with Lanai if, you know, you're in the finalization stage if it's going
to be ready in a draft form for us to look at. I somehow think maybe this wouldn't be the
procedure for the whole plan, but maybe if the Council could take a look at the Lanai
draft before it goes to the Board of Water Supply then they look at it and send it back to
us. I think that might be helpful for everybody if, there's no sense in them looking at
something that we may not, that we may be making changes to, you know what I mean.
Like, we want. . .actually their job is to review and advise us before we make a final
decision. So I just feel like it might be helpful for us to get a first look at it, send it to
them with any changes that we might be anticipating and then, then they would have a
more final product to look at to give us their advice on. So, Members, without any other
discussion, we'll wait to hear from Carl on Lanai and get some quantified numbers on
conservation measures. I think it's very helpful to say, you know, in the South Maui
district or the Central Maui water system we could be saving a million and a half gallons
a day if we all stepped to the plate and did this. I think that's probably more motivation
for people than just to say a percentage. So without any other discussion I want to thank
Director Eng for being here and for bringing Carl. Thank you very much, Carl
Freedman, for your great presentation, appreciate it. Deputy Director Kushi, thank you
very much for being here and from our Staff Kim Willenbrink and Clarita Balala, thank
you all for helping us today. Thank you, Members, who are here and those who couldn't
be here, we understand. So the Water Resource Committee meeting of June 2ndis now
adjourned. . . .(gavel). . .

ADJOURN:

11:57a.m.
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